I don't really know what I was expecting for Fozzy's new album but I can say that this is not as good as the single "Judas". This is really well produced and well thought out American hard rock. I wouldn't call this heavy metal or alternative, just a nice in between. This album really has the mid-2000s Breaking Benjamin feel to it, lots of moody, emotional, and almost dramatic vocals. While it is not political like Breaking Benjamin, the vocals are very similar and have similar tracking styles. Since Chris Jericho is the lead singer, it is pretty anticipated that there is a "Drinkin' With Jesus" song but it wasn't bad. This album is a good, fun album to listen to. I would avoid track 7 "Three Days In Jail" because this song is really poorly made rap rock. Not even Limp Bizkit would take credit for track 7. I also would avoid track 2 "Drinkin' With Jesus" but only because it is not FCC clean.

I think this album would be great for someone who enjoys American southern rock or just basic American hard rock. I really enjoyed this album but it was not a favorite from this year's releases.
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Recommended Tracks:
1. Judas - the single, really good. Fun, dancy song
9. Running With the Bulls
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